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A. BACKGROUND

Predicting the performance of materials in operating environments can be approached by an orderly
stepwise procedure; this procedure is described in this chapter and examples are given. Before des-
cribing this procedure, it should be understood that all engineering materials are reactive chemicals.
As table salt dissolves in water, so any engineering material can dissolve rapidly and completely in
some environments. In view of this inherent reactivity, the surprise is not that materials fail, the
surprise is that they work.

For metals in aqueous solutions, the barrier that prevents inherently reactive materials from
dissolving is a thin insoluble compound on the surface between the reactive metal and the chemical
environment. Such a barrier or film is called a "passivating film" because it passivates the inherent
reactivity and because the term, "film," implies thinness and fragility. Thus, predicting and assuring
reliable performance needs to be undertaken with great care and with full understanding of both the
inherent reactivity of metals and the fragility of the thin barriers that provide protection. Similar
patterns of reactivity and self-protection apply to all solids. Figure 1 shows the relative thinness of
protective films on iron alloys in neutral aqueous solutions.

Much of this discussion is oriented toward large systems since these are the most complex, and it
is often thought that predicting their corrosion-affected lifetimes is either not possible or must
necessarily be guessed. This is not true, and a straightforward approach to predicting the corrosion
behavior of complex systems is described in this chapter. Simpler systems can be approached using
the same methods, but shortened.

In this chapter, while predicting performance is the nominal topic, "assuring performance" is
implicit within the same framework. In this discussion, "predicting" carries with in the responsi-
bility of "assuring." For simplicity in this chapter "predicting" is used, but it should be understood
that "assuring" is implied.

The approach of this chapter follows the "corrosion based design approach" (CBDA) [1,2]. This
is based on the idea that the subject of corrosion is a design science; the specific study and subject of
corrosion would not be important except as it relates to assuring the reliable performance of
equipment. The CBDA is not directly related to designing components for their functions; it is the
purpose of the CBDA to assure that components work reliably in their intended applications and for
their intended lives.
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FIGURE 1. Film thickness versus electrochemical potential for Fe, Fe-IO Ni, Fe-IO Cr, and Fe-IO Ni-IO Cr
alloys after 1 h of polarization at 250C measured in pH 8.4 in borate buffer solution. (After Goswami and
Staehle [9]).

This chapter should be as useful to designers as to specialists in corrosion. This chapter is
organized mainly around the design process and associated decision making. Lists and charts are
included for identifying issues that need to be dealt with and for measuring progress toward
achieving goals. This chapter also recognizes that much of design is a feedback process. As new
information is acquired, it can be introduced into the design and operations.

While predicting performance and assuring reliability, as discussed here, follow an underlying
theme that is related to degradation of materials, dealing with predicting the performance of large
systems is not included here. Such a broader subject embraces prediction and assurance procedures
such as HAZOP (hazard and operability) and HAZAN (hazard analysis). The former is concerned
with "what if" kinds of questions that are traditionally more related to system design and
arrangement of components; the latter is concerned with mathematical analyses and is often called
"Probabilistic Risk Assessment" (PRA) or "Quantitative Risk Assessment" (QRA). These approa-
ches and similar ones are dealt with comprehensively in a series of texts published by the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) and others including Kletz [3-8].

It is not the province of this chapter to consider whether pipes in a complex chemicals plant are
connected properly or whether a given check valve is inserted in the wrong direction; such subjects
are the province of other methodologies such as HAZOP. "Operator error" is not a part of the present
discussion except as it may relate to factors that affect degradation. On the other hand, many failures
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that lead to the shutdowns of plants result from degradation that is not traditionally included (but
should be) in such methodologies as HAZOP and HAZAN.

The degradation of materials generally occurs via three well-known avenues: corrosion, fracture,
and wear. Corrosion is traditionally related to chemical processes that break chemical bonds; fracture
is related to mechanical processes that break bonds; and wear is related to relative motion that break
bonds. These are, to some extent, separate considerations; but they are also interconnected. Chemical
environments accelerate fracture; chemical environments accelerate wear and vice versa as wear
products produce deposits that accelerate corrosion; and fracture processes can permit one com-
ponent to contaminate another. It is not possible in this chapter to deal with the three traditional
subjects of degradation nor with their interactions except for stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and
corrosion fatigue (CF), both of which are traditionally considered to be part of "corrosion." The
subject generally understood as corrosion is the focal point of this chapter. However, the procedures
developed herein are generally applicable to the three general modes of degradation.

There are some nomenclature problems here. "Corrosion" is often considered to be what hap-
pens to metals; whereas, the subject of "durability" is often considered to embrace the chemical
degradation of concrete. Degradation of polymers is often considered as "bond breaking." No effort
is made here to deal broadly with the degradation of all types of materials and with their respective
historical terminology. However, the chemical-, mechanical-, and wear-type degradations occur in
all solids; and the treatment of all of these can be readily embraced in the framework of this chapter.
However, most of the examples here are based on the behavior of metallic materials in aqueous
solutions, and many of the examples are taken from the nuclear industry.

Regardless of whether corrosion, fracture, or wear is considered individually or as their inter-
actions (i.e., corrosion-accelerated wear) the generic subject covered here is "degradation." How-
ever, the term, "corrosion," is more general, as it is derived from the Latin word that means "to
gnaw;" and this term is used.

This chapter takes a bottoms up approach. Here, predictions starts with individual materials in
individual components as these materials sustain different environments on their surfaces. Such an
approach is characteristic of corrosion problems; they must be dealt with specifically at the interfaces
between materials and environments. In contrast, other approaches to reliability (e.g., HAZOP), ask
the questions about the performance of components as they interact to produce a reliable system.
Unfortunately, many of these approaches ignore questions of the chemical and mechanical stability
of materials; and the conclusions of these exercises are often incomplete since the degradation of
materials was not considered.

Predicting the performance of materials in components usually involves more than one possible
mode of failure in more than one location. Figure 2 illustrates different submodes* [9] of corrosion
that have occurred at different locations on an example U-tube in a recirculating steam generator of a
pressurized water nuclear power system. Here, at seven different locations, eight modes and
submodes of corrosion have occurred. For a prediction of performance in the application typified in
the case of Figure 2, the seven different locations have to be identified explicitly together with the
possible modes and submodes which can occur at each of the locations. A complete consideration of
possible failures in the case of Figure 2 would require a matrix of 56 different possible interactions;
approaching such apparent complexity is dealt with in this chapter. Each combination of locations
and modes which is analyzed for corrosion in this chapter is called a "mode-location" case.

Generally, in predicting corrosion performance, the best guidance is obtained from applicable and
prior engineering experience. Such experience provides bases for determining what mode-location
cases should be considered and where additional research is necessary. Engineering experience may
also be misleading in the sense of providing unwarranted confidence; small changes of environments
in new applications often produce enormous differences in corrosive conditions, especially where
concentration processes occur. Also, the experience obtained from several units operating for rela-

*The concept of "modes" and "submodes" is explained in Section E. The mode is a generic term, (e.g., SCC); and submodes of
SCC have, respectively, different dependencies.



FIGURE 2. Schematic relationship of location to possible mode-location cases of corrosion for a U-tube steam
generator used in pressurized water nuclear reactor systems. Tube sheet shown at bottom. Full-width tube
support shown above tube sheet; other periodic locations of tube sheets noted, (a) Single tube of U-tube in steam
generator of pressurized water reactor systems. (Numbers in [brackets] indicate similar submodes although they
may occur at different stresses or temperatures. Curved vignettes indicate that the view is perpendicular to the
axis of the tube; and straight vignettes indicate that the view is parallel to the axis of the tube.) (b) High stress
from bending and forming in U bend produces axial SCC, [1], from primary side, (c) Immediately above the
tube support with circumferential corrosion fatigue, [1], from secondary side, (d) Free span from secondary side
with, [1], wastage on cold leg. (e) Free span from secondary side with axial SCC on hot leg side, [I]. (f) Tube at
tube support with axial SCC, [3] and IGC, [2]. (g) Denting at intersection of tube support and tube give stresses
in tube which produce axial SCC, [1], from the primary side, (h) Tube inside sludge pile above the tube sheet
with corrosion on secondary side: pitting [I]; wastage, [2]; IGC, [I]; axial SCC, [I]. (i) Roll transition with
circumferential SCC, [3], on secondary side and axial SCC, [1], on the primary side. (j) Expanded tube in tube
sheet with axial SCC, [1], from primary side. (After Staehle [1O].)
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lively short times is often mistakenly used to assure long-time experience. In developing predictions,
the CBDA method includes both engineering experience and potentially important effects that may
not have been obvious in previous applications.

Predicting the performance of materials as a part of a larger system of components is not
accomplished with a single model for a single process. Predicting performance is more generally a
"bookkeeping" problem as described here. Predicting performance requires, above all, both ac-
counting for numerous possible circumstances that can produce failure and developing explicit
responses. Some of these responses that describe specific mode-location cases can be intensely
mathematical but as parts of this larger framework. The bookkeeping approach described here
requires that explicit decisions be made either to include or to neglect considerations of certain
possible failure conditions. Such decisions can become part of the design assumptions and part of the
written record of the design.

The approach taken here considers "design" to embrace the full set of factors that affect reliable
performance. Thus, considerations of corrosion, as they affects reliability, are as important as the
product meeting its initial commitments to functions. Design, then, should include the elements of
the CBDA.

The CBDA is based on the premise that materials have properties that depend on their
environments. For example, the strength of a stainless steel listed in a reputable handbook may be
useless in the presence of chloride ions since the useful strength is no longer the handbook strength
but rather is the threshold stress for the occurrence of stress corrosion cracking, SCC*; and this
threshold strength may be 10% of the yield stress. The same is true for nominally high strength
materials; in the presence of small defects, the actual strength of these materials decreases with
increasing strength when exposed to many common environments. This modified strength is called
"situation dependent strength" and has been described in detail [U].

Predicting performance should also be considered in the context the "cause" and "mode" of
failure. The "cause" of failure is what has to be fixed and is generally in the realm of institutional
and economic decisions. The "mode" of failure refers to the process by which failure occurs. For
example, SCC occurs via the mode of a chloride- and oxygen-containing aqueous environments
being exposed to austenitic stainless steel. How this process occurred, the sources of chloride,
oxygen, temperature, and stress relate to the "mode." The "cause" of this failure may be related to
the choice of stainless steel for reasons of false economics, lack of instrumentation (or maloperation
or lack of redundancy) to detect the conductivity that results from chloride leaking from a condenser,
or lack of training of operators. The emphasis in the present approach to prediction is upon using a
format that requires explicit considerations of all the possible modes by which failure can occur.
Avoiding serious consideration of a mode-location case for reasons of economics or haste is a
"cause" of failure.

There is an approach to analyze failures used in some industries called "root cause" analysis.
This is a misnomer since these exercises usually deal with mode and not cause. Furthermore, these
exercises almost never get to a root of anything. In many cases identifying real cause would
embarrass the responsible organization.

The comprehensive approach to predicting and assuring lifetime used here is based on the CBDA.
This CBDA is implemented according to the following steps:*

[1] Environmental definition: Defining the environment involves specifying the conditions in
which a material is required to perform reliably. The most broadly acknowledged "en-
vironments" are usually chemical; but "environment" should be considered more broadly

"The abbreviation, SCC, is used throughout for "stress corrosion cracking." Also, the abbreviation, IGC and CF, are used,
respectively, for "intergranular corrosion" and "corrosion fatigue." The terms, IGSCC and TGSCC, refer similarly to
"intergranular SCC" and "transgranular SCC."
fln this text, the bracket [***] is used to indicate an action or an event that requires checking or action as opposed to a numerical
list of aspects or features.



FIGURE 3. Schematic views of five intrinsic modes of corrosion penetration: general (including wear, erosion,
and fretting), intergranular, pitting, stress corrosion cracking, and fatigue cracking.

to include, for example, thermal conditions and conditions of stressing as described in
Sections C.3 and CA.

[2] Material definition: Defining a material involves more than specifying, for example, a
stainless steel of some well-known composition and properties; the reactivity of even well-
known materials is affected by seemingly subtle processes such as the preferential concen-
tration of impurities at grain boundaries. Defining a material means to define it with respect
to its reactivity as such reactivity may be exacerbated, for example, by the composition of
grain boundaries, second phases, cold work, or particular combinations of impurities.

[3] Mode definition: Defining the "mode" of corrosion means to define the morphology of the
degradation, or the avenues followed by the degradation and their dependence on the
"principal variables" (for metals in aqueous environments the principal variables are
potential, pH, species, temperature, stress, alloy composition, and alloy structure). When
there is more than one occurrence of a mode, and the dependencies of such occurrences
(e.g., alkaline and acidic SCC) on the principal variables are different, such different
occurrences are called "submodes." Figure 3 shows schematically the morphologies of the
intrinsic* modes of degradation.

[4] Superposition: "Superposition" involves comparing, for a specific material, the various
possible modes of degradation and their dependencies with the prevailing environments
identified in "Environmental Definition." If the modes of degradation can occur within
these environments for a defined material, then further work may be required to analyze
performance; or the conditions of the overlap should be avoided, and the design should be
changed. At this point, it is common to add inhibitors to the environment or change the
material, change the operating conditions (e.g., lower the temperature), lower the mean
stress, minimize residual stress, change aspects of the design, eliminate crevices, or
eliminate stress intensifications.

[5] Failure definition: Defining failure means to define the objectives of the prediction.
"Failure" implies quite different outcomes in different industries, as well as within even a
single component, depending on requirements for reliable performance and/or safety.
Failure in the food or the architecture industries may involve the appearance of rust on
steel parts although there is little loss of material; in other industries, while a crack may
exist and may be propagating, it is not considered a failure until it approaches some
fraction of ATIc.** Failure may involve the perforation of a single tube in a heat exchanger

*The term, "intrinsic," refers to modes that are sustained by the material regardless of the geometric features of the environment.
For example, "crevice corrosion" is not a mode of corrosion but rather is general corrosion that occurs inside a crevice just as the
same general corrosion could occur outside the crevice. Similarly, "microbiological corrosion" is not a mode of corrosion but an
environment that can produce any of the intrinsic modes.
**See Section C.5 for a discussion of ATIc.
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consisting of several thousands of tubes; on the other hand, failure may not be defined until
some larger fraction, say 10%, of the tubes are failed and plugged. (Although individual
tubes would have been plugged at early outages.) Furthermore, failure or approaching the
possibility of failure, implies certain responses and actions; developing or defining such
action levels is also a part of defining failure.

[6] Developing a statistical framework: All degradation phenomena are inherently statistical,
even under ideal conditions, owing to the multiple pathways by which a single corrosion
mode can proceed. Furthermore, even when the same nominal materials are used (but with
different vendors and different times of manufacturing), subtle and not so subtle
differences occur among them (e.g., heat-to-heat variations). Finally, the properties of
environments vary even, again, under ideal conditions. Thus, to account for these intrinsic
and extrinsic variabilities, it is necessary to treat the properties of materials and
environments in a statistical framework. It should be recognized that failure does not
usually occur when the mean or median of failure is reached (e.g., failure of half the tubes
in a condenser); by this point the equipment is generally decimated. Rather, failure occurs
when possibly 0.01 or 0.1% of subcomponents (e.g., tubes, welds, and area) fail. Thus, it is
usually necessary to predict the very earliest failures; such predictions are necessarily
based on statistical methods.

[7] Accelerated testing: Since most equipment is intended to perform for many years, whereas
the time available for prior testing is short, some accelerated testing may be necessary.
Accelerated tests are invoked for obtaining quantitative predictions or at least some
indication of the capacity of materials to endure extended circumstances. Results from
such testing provide credibility to predictions. Acceleration is achieved through the use of
various "stressors" (higher temperatures, higher stress, lower pH, higher chloride concen-
tration, and cold work of the material) that can be used to intensify the exposure; using
several different stressors helps to confirm that correlations being used are credible. The
essential requirement of accelerated testing is that the acceleration produce the same mode
of failure that is expected under the nonaccelerated nominal and longer term conditions.

[8] Prediction: In predicting performance, the foregoing seven steps are integrated to deter-
mine when failure can occur and how such failures would relate to the criteria for failure.

[9] Monitoring, inspection, and feedback: Perfect predictions could require generally large
efforts and possibly prohibitively long times; further, some eventualities can not be readily
predicted. Most engineering systems can be monitored and inspected, and the data can be
"fed back" to designers and operators. This feedback process is implicit in prediction
although there are some engineering circumstances (storage of radioactive waste), where
feedback from inspection and monitoring is not practical over the life of the project.

[10] Modification in design, materials, manufacturing, operation, monitoring, and inspection:
Data taken from operation, including failures, can be compared with predictions and
deseign life objectives to determine what changes need to be made in the design, materials,
manufacturing, operation, monitoring, and inspection.

This chapter describes the implications and implementation of these 10 steps of the CBDA. Certain
of these steps (e.g., environmental definition) is emphasized in proportion to their importance to
reliable performance.

B. SCOPE OF PREDICTION

1. Chronological Stage

It is often assumed that prediction applies mainly to steady-state operation of equipment. Actually,
failure can occur at any time in the life of a component starting from the earliest stages of



manufacturing. The stages at which degradation can occur, and therefore needs to be considered, are
identified in Figure 4; examples of failures at these various stages are well known. The stages in
Figure 4 apply to complex equipment. Less complex equipment and products may involve fewer
stages; but analyzing the successive stages, as in Figure 4, is still incumbent upon designers.

2. Hierarchical Levels

Often, a single failure in a component causes an entire system to be shut down. On the other hand, the
failure in this single component may result from ingesting chemicals produced in another part
(although connected) of the system. Furthermore, any system contains many subsystems,
components, and materials all of which are vulnerable to failure one way or another. Thus, in
general, predicting failure means considering a larger system than a single component and a single
material. While such a comprehensive approach may not always be necessary, it needs to be
considered; and the relevant parts of connected systems need to be identified. Such an integrated
consideration involves eight hierarchical levels:

[1] Stage [SGj]*: The chronological or sequential stages which need to be considered are
enumerated in Figure 4. Analysis needs to be carried out at each of the chronological stages
with the extent appropriate to the stage. Failures caused at early stages in the chronology of
Figure 4 are sometimes helpful in refining the manufacturing process or in reacting to full-
scale testing. More important is the possible initiation of failure that develops during the
early stages and that produce eventual failures during steady- state operations (e.g., improper
processing, machining lubricants that contain MoS2 or cleaning operations that contain HF
where subsequent rinsing has been inadequate).

[2] Site [STj]: An overall site may include several systems. A power station contains the
transmission equipment, electrical transformers, power plant, fuel handling, and others.

[3] System [SYj]: A single system may have a higher priority for analysis. This is often the
power plant in a power station. The overall analysis of a system is usually the province of
HAZOP and KAZAN type analyses.

Stages for Analysis
(Chronological)

Before Startup
[1]. Manufacture

[2]. Testing (e.g., hydrotest)

[3]. Storage at Manufacture

[4]. Shipping

[5]. Site Storage

[6]. Installation

[7]. Pre-start Testing

After Startup
[8]. Startup

[9]. Steady State Operation

[1O]. Shutdown (planned and forced)

[11]. Maintenance During Shutdown

[12]. Cleaning During Shutdown

[13]. Inspection During Shutdown

[14]. Startup During Shutdown

[15]. Long Time Operation

FIGURE 4. Schematic illustration of the 15 stages in the chronology of equipment. Stages separated in two
categories according to whether they relate to conditions before startup or after. At each of these stages the
possibility of aggressive degradation has to be considered.

*In each of the hierarchical levels, the subscripts, i and j are used since there may be multiple elements. The subscript j is used
when the elements have a horizontal character; i is used when the elements have a vertical character.



[4] Subsystem [SSj]: Within a power plant there are numerous subsystems. These would
include, with their connected parts, for example; turbine, primary water system, secondary
cooling water system, and tertiary cooling system.

[5] Component [CMj]: Within a subsystem [SS7] there are numerous components. For example,
a secondary system of a pressurized water nuclear power plant includes a steam generator,
condenser, feedwater heaters, and turbine.

[6] Subcomponent [SCj]: In a particular component there are subcomponents. For example, in a
nuclear steam generator there are tubes, vessel walls, steam separators, baffles, tube
supports, and tubesheets.

[7] Locations for Analysis [LAJ: At the LA, the analysis begins. An LA, is a location where
failure is likely and should receive careful considerations. Such locations are usually iden-
tified by some combination of corrosion-prone materials, locally high stresses, stress
intensifications, high heat transfer rates, high flows, and/or the occurrences of crevices and
deposits. At an LA1 it is possible to be specific and consider the surface of a material with
respect to predicting its performance. However, as described in Section C.3, the possible
failure at any LA/ may be influenced by factors such as corrosion products from other
components within the proximate system or from other systems (copper from condensers,
leaks through turbine seals, insoluble iron products from piping.). Further, there may be
multiple LA/ on a single component as noted in example of Figure 2.

[8] Modes and submodes of degradation [MDj, SDj]: The MD7 or SD7 are illustrated in Figure 3.
The full set of MD7 or SD7 need to be identified as they apply to each of the LA/. At this
point, the analysis begins and may include either approximate correlations or detailed
mathematical models as they are required to describe a given mode-location case.

3. The Mode-Location Approach: Explicit Considerations

The central activity of the CBDA involves identifying and analyzing specific combinations of
locations and modes called "mode-location" cases. The details of how locations and modes are
identified is discussed in Sections C and E. Figure 2 shows examples of 14 mode-location cases on a
single subcomponent. The specific steps in implementing the mode-location approach follow.

[1] Identify reference subcomponent for analysis.
[2] On the reference subcomponent, identify the LA/: At this step, it is necessary to recognize

that there may be multiple LA/ on a single component as shown in Figure 2. While they may
vary depending on how failure is defined (see Section G) and with other considerations in
the overall system, the LA/ are selected by identifying where failure, or aggressive
conditions, are reasonably most likely. LA/ include locations, for example, where
a. Chemical environments are the most aggressive, most concentrated, at the extremes of

pH, include geometries that produce deposits, involve electrochemical cells, or have
crevices.

b. Stresses are high due to combinations of applied and residual contributions, and stress
intensifications are present.

c. Thermal conditions provide the highest stresses, highest surface temperatures, and
highest heat fluxes.

d. Flows are highest, flows change direction, flows are stagnant, or flows are erosive.
e. Other aggressive conditions.
Identifying such locations, generally, is based upon the judgment of experienced engineers
but needs to include considerations of disciplines familiar with special inputs such as stress
analysis, fabrication, materials properties, and corrosion. Initially, it may be useful to select



more locations rather than fewer since predicting failure is the inverse of justice: guilty until
proven innocent.

[3] Identify the set of modes, MDj, and submodes, SDj, that may reasonably occur over the
range OfIA1: Disciplines that are knowledgeable in such modes should be involved.

[4] Develop a matrix where the relevant LA1 and MD7-XSD7 can be related: Such a matrix
together with examples of LA1 and MD7VSD7 is shown in Figure 5(a and b). Here, for the
steam generator component that connects the primary (inside of tubes) with the secondary
(outside of tubes) systems, the significant locations for analysis are shown in Figure 5(a).
For each of these locations, the possible modes and submodes of degradation are also shown
in Figure 5(a). Figure 2 provides perspective for Figure 5.

Locations for
Analysis, LA,

Top of tube
sheet, sludge

Tube sheet
expansion

Modes (MDj) and Submodes
(SDj) of degradation

considered at each location

Submodes of SCC
LPSCC
HPSCC
AcSCC
MRSCC
AkSCC
PbSCC

Submodes of IGC
HPTGC
AcTGC
AkTGC

Wastage

Pitting

Fatigue

Wear

(a)

(b)

Locations for
Analysis, LA1

Tubesheet Expansion (i=1)

Tubesheet Expansion (i=2)

Top of tubesheet (i=3)

Top of tubesheet (i=4)

Sludge (i=5)

Free span (i=6)

Free span ('=?)

Tube support (hot leg) (i=8)

Tube support (cold leg) (i=9)

U-bend (i=10)

U-bendAVB (i=ll)

Modes (MDj) and Submodes (SDj) To Be Considered

Tube Side

ID OD
LPSCC
G=D

HPSCC
0=2)

Submodes of SCC

AcSCC
(J =3)

MRSCC
0=4)

AkSCC
0=5)

PbSCC
0=6)

Submodes of IGC

HPTC.C
0=7)

AcIGC
0=8)

AkIGC
0=9)

Wastage
0=10)

Pitting
O=U)

Fatigue
0=12)

Wear
0=13)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

FIGURE 5. Bases for mode-location analysis, (a) Schematic view of steam generator with different locations
for analysis, LA^, and possible modes, MD1, and submodes SD, noted for a single tube (out of several thousands),
(b) Chart for aggregating mode-location cells as applied to a steam generator in a pressurized water nuclear
power plant. The prefixes LP, HP, Ac, MR, Ak, and Pb for SCC and ICG refer to "low potential," "high potential,"
"acidic," "mid-range pH," "alkaline," or "lead" for "stress corrosion cracking" and "intergranular corrosion."

U bend,
U bend AVB

Tube support

Free span



In Figure 5(b), a table is shown where the locations for analysis, LA1-, are listed in the
vertical column and possible modes, MD7, and submodes, SD7, are shown along the
horizontal axis. Also, in the second and third columns, the locations on the inside (primary)
and outside (secondary) of the tubes where the LA/ are relevant are noted. The table in
Figure 5(b) is the focal point of analysis in the CBDA.

[5] Define specific actions that might be taken at each cell of Figure 5b: Figure 6(a) shows the
explicit actions that can be considered for each of these matrix elements defined by LA, and
MD7VSM7. For example, in they = 13, i = 2 cell, no action is necessary because wear at this
location is not reasonable; also fatigue in the sludge, j = 12, i = 5, can be rejected. On the
other hand, wastage in the sludge pile,y = 10, i = 5, can occur and needs to be considered
as a possible failure mode at that location.

Continuing to consider how the chart of Figure 5(b) might be used, after substituting a new
alloy such as Alloy 690 for the older Alloy 600 in the steam generator shown in Figure 5,
the mode of LPSCC, j = 1 can be omitted from consideration at all locations on the primary
side, i = 1, 3, 6, 10; and pitting, j =11, might be eliminated from the primary and in some
instances from the secondary side. The justification for eliminating other cells is based on
likely risks. Figure 6 shows how the mode-location chart might appear for two different
alloys in Figure 6(b).

[6] Develop quantitative models for each of the mode-location cells: Many of the cells in Figure
5(b) can be modeled by well-known relationships. While there is always an academic
interest in modeling phenomena such as those in the cells of Figure 5(b) using relationships
developed from first principles, such relationships are rarely better or more general than
good correlations. Further, the development of such fundamental models after requires more
than the available time.

For most of the SCC submodes, the mean value data might be modeled with a simple
equation of a power law-exponential type as shown in Eq. (1):

x = A[H+HxF a"1 -̂̂  eQ!RT? (1)

Pitting might be modeled as Eq. (2):

x = B[H+]" [x]V-£»/P eQlRTt1'3 (2)

Linear processes such as wastage might be modeled as Eq. (3):

x = C[H+]" [x]p e*-*^ e-Q!RTt (3)

where

A, B, C, n, p, m, p, q are constants unique to the specific correlations

x = depth of penetration

H = hydrogen ion concentration

X = concentration of relevant species (e.g., chloride)

a = stress

E = electrochemical potential



Possible Actions

1 . Sources of Information
• Field Data
• Laboratory Data
• Fundamental Studies
• General Engineering

Experience
• Monte Carlo Modeling

2. Formulation of Data (a)
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FIGURE 6. Possible actions and results for preparing mode-location charts, (a) Possible actions for each cell.
The use of statistical results is discussed in Section H and Figure 30. Here the time to fail at a cumulative
fraction failed of 0.001 is noted. Also, the cumulative expression, F(O, is inserted, (b) Examples of possible
charts where two different alloys, Alloy 600 (76 Ni-16 Cr-TFe) and Alloy 690 (6ONi-SOCr-IOFe), are
applied to the pressurized water nuclear steam generator application shown in Figure 5. Where a cell can be
neglected, it is noted as crossed out.



E0 = equilibrium or corrosion potential
<2 = apparent activation energy
R = gas constant
T=absolute temperature
t = time

The constants in Eqs. (1-3) can be determined often from previous engineering experience
or from laboratory experiments; these values might also be determined by extrapolations
from accelerated tests as described in Section I. Depending on what constitutes failure
(Section G), various statistical functions (Section F) can be inserted into these cells as
described in Section H.

[7] Develop statistical expressions: Developing statistical expressions for describing failure
data is described in Section H. However, how such expressions are developed depends on
what constitutes failure. For example, if a description of the mean behavior is acceptable for
the application, equations like 1-3 are adequate. However, if an application fails when 0.01
or 0.1 % of the elements fail, then a statistical interpretation is necessary for quantifying the
cells in figure 5b, and this is discussed in Section H.

4. Explicitness and Simplification

There may be practical limits to the extent of work that can be undertaken in responding to the cells
in Figure 5(b). To some extent the process can be simplified since many of the modes follow the same
general patterns as shown in Eqs. (1-3). Also, some of the cells can be neglected, as in Figure 6, as
irrelevant to the specific application, i.e., mechanical wear may not occur at the free span.

The mode-location matrix shown in Figure 5(b) provides a simple but rigorous basis for
prediction in that it requires explicit considerations of each cell. Thus, explicit action has to be taken
for each mode-location cell, and possible explicit actions are described in Figure 6(a). These actions
can include developing a specific experimental program to develop the necessary correlation, or they
may include deciding to not consider or include the cell. Such decisions could then become a matter
of record, the wisdom of which can be reviewed over time.

Once the array of necessary information is defined from explicit consideration of the cells in
Figure 5(b), a program of experiments and/or review of engineering experience can be organized to
obtain the information in some efficient way, i.e., some of the cells may depend on the same or
similar variables or exhibit similar dependencies.

Responses to completing the information for each cell depend on the application. For example,
failure (as defined in Section G) may occur when 10% of tubes in a heat exchanger fail. Thus, the
information needed in a cell is the time to fail 10% of tubes. In other cells, the time to penetrate 50%
of the wall is the appropriate information. In the case of welded pipes, failure can occur when one
weld out of 1000 fails (0.1%). Thus, the information to be gathered for each of the cells could be
different possibly even in the same subcomponent and would depend on the definition of failure from
Section G.

C. CBDA STEP [I]: ENVIRONMENTAL DEFINITION

1. Perspective

The environments to which materials are exposed dominate considerations in predicting and assuring
their reliable performance. Further, defining environments is often the most poorly treated part of
design. Environments, at best, are difficult to define; and their broad and uncertain variability
increases the difficulty of prediction. Environments include a broad array of chemical and non-
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chemical considerations as noted in Section C.2. In addition, environments that constitute aggressive
conditions are not always obvious; for example, many corrosion reactions that proceed by com-
plexing in the liquid or gas state are not commonly appreciated (e.g., the SCC of zirconium alloys in
dilute iodine gas and the SCC of titanium in alcohols). Sometimes, pure environments (e.g., pure
water), are very corrosive, as for the case where pure water produces SCC of alloy 600 in the
range of 250 to 40O0C. For these reasons, special emphasis is placed on Step 1 of the CBDA,
Environmental Definition.

Environments of concern are local environments on the surface, and their characters are often
quite different from bulk environments. Such differences are produced, for example, by heat transfer,
evaporation, flow, and electrochemical cells. Differences between bulk environments and the surface
environments, where corrosion actually occurs, are illustrated in Figure 7(a).

Environments act in corrosion when the necessary conditions are simultaneously present in time
and are congruent in location. An environment that promotes SCC is significant only when the
necessary stress is also present at the same time (the principle of "simultaneity"). An environment
that promotes SCC in sensitized stainless steel may be significant only when it is exposed to welds
where the heat affected zones have been sensitized, and the stresses are high (the principle of
"congruence"). These conditions are illustrated in Figures 2 and 7.

As shown in Figures 2 and 5(a), multiple and different environments can occur on the same
subcomponent (e.g., "multiplicity" of environments). Thus, to have evaluated the environment at
one crevice location, for example, a tube sheet crevice noted in Figure 5(b), may have nothing to do
with the sludge crevice owing to the different chemistries in the two cases.

The discussion in Section B.I concerning chronological stages indicates that length of exposure
and the circumstances associated with each of the stages are important in predicting and assuring
performance. Also, time spent within a stage affects environments on surfaces owing to possible
gradual buildup or changes in the identity of chemicals.

In addition to the stages shown in Figure 4 having different conditions, the compositions of
environments, even in the steady state, change with time. Such changes involve, for example,
accumulations of chemicals and the buildup of deposits as shown schematically in Figure 8. For
example, during steady state, the depth of a sludge pile shown in Figure 5(a) increases with time as
shown in the three stages of Figure 8. In tube sheet crevices, the concentration of chemicals increases
with time as more solution enters the crevice and is evaporated by the high heat flux. In the case of
reinforced concrete, the original pH is in the range where iron is maximally corrosion resistant (pH
of 12-13); however, with time, CO2 enters the concrete and causes the pH to be lowered through a
process called "carbonation" [12]. This lower pH surrounding the steel accelerates its corrosion and
the consequent degradation of the reinforced concrete.

Environments are also changed, and made possibly more aggressive, as inhibitors are added to
mitigate corrosion. For example, chemicals such as ammonia or phosphate are often added to control
the pH; hydrazine or sulfite may be added to minimize the oxygen concentration. These species
together with their possibly aggressive byproducts need to be considered in predicting corrosion
performance. Ammonia from hydrazine may accelerate the corrosion of copper alloys; sulfite may be
reduced to sulfide, which accelerates the corrosion of iron-base alloys; precipitation of phosphate
compounds above the retrograde temperature produces phosphoric acid.

2. Components of Environment

As conceived by those who think about the subject of corrosion, "the environment" is often thought
to be the chemical environment; this is an inadequate conception. Rather, considerations and
components of the environment that affect degradation and that need to be included in predicting are
the following:

[1] Environmental type refers to whether the environment is aqueous, organic, molten salt,
liquid metal, hot gases of various types (oxygen, chlorine, sulfur species), electrolytes, and



FIGURE 8. Schematic view showing how local environments, such as depths of deposits, change with time
during steady-state operation, (a) Initial condition, (b) After short-time operation, (c) After longer time
operation.

nonelectrolytes. The environments of principal practical interest are usually aqueous or
high-temperature air; and the examples in this discussion are taken from such
environments, mainly aqueous. However, the framework provided by the CBDA applies
to predictions in all environments.

[2] Chemical composition is the chemistry of the environment on the surface at a specific LA1-,
as shown in Figure 7. It is not the chemical composition of the bulk, although this is useful
in assessing eventual chemical composition at an LA/. The chemical composition includes
the major and minor species in their dissolved, gaseous, or solid forms.

Figure 9 shows a schematic view of the chemical composition in a tube-to-tubesheet
crevice of a steam generator of the type shown in Figure 5 (a) where the bulk environment
was virtually pure. These chemicals have concentrated as a result of the high temperature
in the crevice within a lower temperature enclave on the secondary side. This high
temperature and lack of flow in the secondary crevice concentrates even the most dilute
chemicals from the bulk environment. Figure 9 emphasizes that the environment, which is
relevant to corrosion, at the location of tube support crevices is not the very dilute bulk
environment but the very concentrated environment in the heat transfer crevice. Figure 9
also shows the chemical and physical complexity of this heat transfer crevice. Numerous
chemicals are present and can transform to complex compounds and different soluble
chemicals. Furthermore, four local gradients cause movement and reactions: electro-
chemical potential, temperature, concentration, and density.

[3] Electrochemical composition is both the chemistry of those species and the geometric
conditions that affect the electrochemical parameters mainly of potential and pH or
equivalent properties. In aqueous environments, this includes oxygen as it increases the
potential or hydrazine as it decreases the potential. The electrochemical potential produces
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and a tube support that is cooler, (b) Chemicals concentrate and react in the sequestered geometry. Typical
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a powerful effect on chemical reactions and is the product not only of environmental
chemistry but of separated electrochemical cells, especially where the relative areas of
anodes and cathodes are different.

[4] Microbiological species [13] include organisms that metabolize the surrounding chemistry
to produce different and possibly corrosive species. Some species, for example, metabolize
SOj" to produce sulfide; others metabolize oils and greases to produce organic acids.
Microbial colonies, owing to their geometry alone, can produce sequestrations that
accelerate localized corrosion. These microbiologically induced transformations lead to
local environments that are often very corrosive, producing all the modes of corrosion
identified in Figure 3. Effects of microbial species on corrosion are more pervasive than are
commonly recognized.

[5] Surface alterations involve exterior coatings of organic and inorganic materials as well as
changes in the substrate produced by carburizing/decarburizing, dealloying, surface
machining, and adsorbed contaminants (e.g., fluorine remaining from pickling processes).
Each of these surface alterations involves its own chemistry and sequestration (e.g., Some
organic coatings permit filiform corrosion.).

[6] Flow (chemical and erosive effects) [14-16] affects: the rates of reduction and oxidation
reactions as it affects the boundary layer thickness; mixing inside pits and SCC depending
on the axis of flow relative to the surface axis especially of SCC; cavitation and associated
mechanical damage; deposits of suspended solids that result when flow is reduced; erosion
due only to the fluid velocity when it is locally very high (e.g., wire drawing); gradients in
electrochemical potential produced by flow-induced streaming potentials; and erosion due
to the presence of abrasive particles. Examples of effects of flow on electrochemical
parameters, flow assisted corrosion (FAC) and sequestered geometries, are shown in Figure 10.

[7] Phase of the environment refers to there being gas, liquid, or solid but also to two phase
circumstances such as at liquid-gas interfaces (water lines), solid-liquid-gas interfaces
(such as at deposits), nucleate boiling, and film blanketing.

[8] Geometrically induced chemical environments are those due to crevices, deposits, heat
transfer crevices, galvanic juxtapositions, differences in pH of nearby areas, relative area
ratios, and gravitational effects (accumulation of deposits). This category includes what, in
the past, have been called crevice corrosion and galvanic corrosion.

[9] Temperature effects (affect chemical environments) are those related to reaction rate,
surface temperatures, heat flux and associated surface concentrations, and temperature-
gradient chemical transfer.

[10] Stress environments are those related to applied and residual stresses 'together with
variations in time' that affect cyclic stresses, R ratio, frequency, randomness, and wave
shape. Here, the importance of residual stresses is always and greatly underestimated; over
50% of all SCC is related to residual stresses [18]. Considerations of differences due to
plane stress and plane strain are included here although their distinction is usually small
relative to environmental effects.

[11] Stress environments affected by: (a) fluid flow produces stresses owing to differences in
velocity and produces vibrations in certain critical ranges; (b) temperature gradients
produce stresses, and very rapid rates of temperature change produce thermal shock; (c)
geometric effects intensify stresses at sharp corners, crack tips, irregular shapes such as
threads and at corrosion pits.

[12] Relative motion of adjacent surfaces produces wear, fretting, galling, and seizing. Wear
and fretting may be greatly influenced by the chemical environment.

[13] Neutron flux (mainly relevant to nuclear reactors) produces several different effects on
materials: First, neutrons, depending on their energies, produce transmutations or changes
in chemical identities of many isotopes. Such transmutations may be chemically



FIGURE 10. Three different effects of flow on corrosion: (a) Increasing flow accelerates the rate of the
reduction of reducible species such as oxygen. Schematic polarization curves representing increasing velocities
of flow are shown, (b) Corrosion potential versus velocity is shown corresponding to the effects of velocity on
the polarization behavior in (a), (c) Total corrosion versus time for low alloy steel exposed in 30O0C pure water
exposed to increasing velocities. (After Berge [17].) (d) Schematic relationship between flow accelerated
corrosion (FAC) and pH, increasing oxygen concentration, and increasing chromium and/or molybdenum added
to low-alloy steels, (e) Schematic view of advancing SCC (could be pitting) exposed to flow, (f) Schematic view
of effects of flow on convection inside an advancing SCC. Here, the effective "electrochemical mouth" of the
advancing SCC is moved inward as a result of mixing induced by external flow. (After Andresen and Young
[14].)
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significant. For example, iodine produced in the fission of uranium produces SCC of
zirconium alloy fuel elements in nuclear reactor cores. Second, neutrons, especially at
higher energies, displace atoms from their lattice sites and produce hardening of the
material. This hardening increases the strength and, thereby, increases the proneness to
SCC. Third, the often large concentrations of vacancies that are produced in the
displacement of atoms lead to vacancy condensation with consequent increases in volume;
this increase in volume leads to the inevitable stresses and dimensional imcompatibilities
in adjoining subcomponents [19]. Fourth, neutrons produce the well-known fissioning of
uranium, thorium, and plutonium with the consequent fission fragments of greatly different
chemistries and increase in volume.

[14] Electromagnetic radiations such as gamma rays, X-rays, and solar rays produce some
important effects: First, gamma rays produce internal heating depending on their energy,
intensity, absorption rate, and geometry of the subcomponent. Second, solar rays produce
degradation of some polymers such as crazing and forms of stress corrosion cracking.
Third, electromagnetic radiations catalyze some chemical reactions.

[15] Charged particles such as alpha particles (helium nuclei) and beta particles (electrons) can
displace atoms in materials and can produce transmutations.

Thus, when environments are defined at any LA/ in the chart of Figure 5(b), items [I]-[IS] need
to be considered. In subsequent sections, only a few of the 15 environments are considered. However,
the list of 15 provides a more general view of environments than the only chemical ones that are
often considered. These environments affect the modes and submodes differently. For example, the
stresses noted in Section C.5 and the accompanying Figure 13 are not relevant usually to general
corrosion but mainly to SCC and CF. Neutrons, energetic electromagnetic radiation (gamma rays),
and other energetic particles are not relevant except in applications involving nuclear reactors.

3. The Chemical Environment

The "chemical environment" as described here is that identified in Item [2] of Section C.2.
Figure 11 illustrates schematically how to approach defining the chemical environment. The
objective noted in Figure 11 is to develop the chemical conditions at the LA1 (i.e., the i column of
Figure 5(b) and [8] in Figure 11). Defining the chemical environment starts, [1], with defining the
major and minor species in "Nominal Chemistry" as they occur at the specific surface of an LA1-.
Major species include water molecules and whatever is intentionally dissolved; minor species may
include impurities, such as those in tap water. Considering the prior chemistry history, [2] supplies
information on possible contaminants that may have formed on surfaces that would affect the LA1

either directly or as these species may dissolve and find their way to the LA/. [2] refers generally to
contaminants that may preexist in the system from construction (e.g., lead hammers left in the
system), contaminants from cleaning operations, or defects produced by prior corrosion.

"System Sources" [3] in Figure 11 refer, for example, to copper that is released from copper
alloy tubed condensers and then deposits on other surfaces in a secondary system to accelerate
localized corrosion such as pitting. Species enter turbines from steam sources that are contaminated
by river water that leaks into condensers. Oxygen enters through leaks in turbine seals. Chloride may
be leached from platinum catalysts that have been prepared with chloroplatinate. "System sources,"
[3] then, are those that are not normaly expected to be produced or related to the component but may
be transported from other parts of the system. These can be readily identified and in most cases
predicted.

"Physical Features" [4] refers to crevices, deposits, flow, phases, and local electrochemical cells
that influence the chemistry of an LA1. An LA/ with a crevice involves a quite different situation from
the nominal chemistry of the bulk as indicated in Figures 7, 8 and 9. An LA/ involving a waterline
involves an electrochemical cell that changes the local oxidizing conditions.



System Sources

FIGURE 11. Analysis sequence for determining chemical environment at a location for analysis, LA/.

"Transformations" [5] involve changes in chemical identity: for example, the process of
microbes changing a hydrocarbon to an organic acid. Another transformation might involve the
reduction of a sulfate, (SOj"), to a lower valence such as thiosulfate or bisulfide in a low potential
environment such as one containing hydrogen or hydrazine. These lower valences of sulfur are
usually more chemically aggressive, and, in some cases, accelerate hydrogen entry leading to SCC;
sulfate by itself is not so aggressive.

"Concentration" [6] involves the concentration of species usually from the bulk; thus, whereas
the bulk may contain chloride at a few parts per million (ppm) or even a few parts per billion (ppb),
heat transfer crevices such as shown in Figure 9 or evaporation or a wicking process may concentrate
the environment at an LA/. Thus, the environmental species can attain concentrations much greater
than the bulk; often such local concentrations are fully saturated.

"Inhibition", [7] involves chemical species added to minimize corrosion usually by affecting the
pH, lowering the oxygen, or preferentially blocking anodic sites. Depending on the nature of the
environments, as noted in Section C.2, there are many possible approaches to inhibition. Adding
inhibitors needs to be undertaken with the recognition that inhibitors may produce undesirable and
possibly aggressive byproducts. For example, phosphate that is added to buffer and control pH can
undergo a precipitation, as temperatures are increased, through a retrograde insolubilization process
that produces local phosphoric acid. Using hydrazine for lowering the concentration of oxygen
sometimes accelerates the corrosion of copper base alloys through the complexation of the copper
with the ammonia produced in the decomposition of hydrazine.

Consideration of items [I]-[7] together provides the bases for defining the chemical environment
at a single LA, at [8] and in Figure 5(b).

4. The Thermal Environment

Figure 12 shows factors of the thermal environment which affect the conditions for a given LA/.
Temperature enters this discussion first because of its direct proportionality to some function of the
rate of most corrosion reactions noted in Eqs. (1-3). Temperature gradients affect corrosion
reactions as heat fluxes concentrate environments and produce thermal stresses.
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FIGURE 12. Analysis sequence for assessing effects of thermal environment on a location for analysis, LA/.

For this illustrative discussion, corrosion on the process side is discussed. The temperature of the
process side is usually lower than the "Other Side" as noted in [3] and [4] of Figure 12.* This means
that the temperature on the surface of the process side is higher than that of the surrounding bulk
environment. The process side is chosen for discussion since it is usually the side where chemicals
concentrate on surfaces or in heat transfer crevices; furthermore, the thermal stresses on the process
side are generally tensile, providing that the process side is cooler.

The "Process Side Bulk Temperature" [2] in Figure 12, is cooler than the Surface, [2]; however,
corrosion occurs at the temperature of the surface and not at the bulk so that degradation is occurring
at [2]. This difference is exacerbated when the bulk environment is a gas where the resistance to heat
transfer is higher. Regardless, the temperature of main interest for corrosion is at the surface and not
the bulk.

At the process side, the next important factor is the "Heat Flux" [6] which influences the
concentration of species as well as affecting the surface temperature. Such a concentration is
illustrated in Figure 9. Increasing heat fluxes tend to concentrate species, especially when the surface
may be sequestered by a crevice or a deposit. Such concentrations change the local environments and
need to be accounted for in Section C.3.

Temperatures influence the onset of retrograde solubilities where increasing temperature may
cause some phases to precipitate and produce simultaneously new compositions of supernatant

*Not all "process sides" are at the lower temperature side of a tube.
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liquids. In the case of the retrograde precipitation from phosphate solutions, phosphoric acid may be
produced adjacent to the precipitated compounds.

Temperature enters the chemical aspect of corrosion at LA/ as temperature gradients. For
example, thermal gradients produce tensile stresses on the process side (if cooler); thermal gradients
in exothermic hydrogen occluding metals cause hydrogen to redistribute to the colder locations
thereby increasing brittleness. Thermal cycling produces fatigue effects as the associated stresses are
cycled; and a very high rate of temperature change produces thermal shock.

5. The Stress Environment

The stress environment is usually considered to be the province of mechanical engineering and
mechanics as they analyze stresses for the purpose of sizing components. These disciplines are also
interested in cyclic stressing as it affects dry fatigue and design life. However, the stress analysis and
corrosion communities have common interests in stresses as related to SCC and CF. Analyses by
both communities are affected by residual stresses which, while difficult to analyze and predict,
cause a large fraction of all failures by SCC [18].

Figure 13 shows how factors of the stress environment combine to produce conditions at an LA1.
Generally, the "Applied Stresses" [1] are well defined and are produced by the usually obvious

pressures, bending, tensile loads, flow, and temperature gradients. Applied stresses include those due
to cyclic stressing including various R -ratios, cyclic frequencies, and wave shapes. Less well defined
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FIGURE 13. Analysis sequence for determining stress environment at a location for analysis, LA/.



but often the critical contribution to modes of corrosion such as SCC are Residual Stresses [2].
Whereas, the applied stresses are usually required to be something less than half the yield stress or
lower, residual stresses are usually in the range of the yield stress. Residual stresses result from
fabrication processes such as welding, cold deformation, and surface machining. Quantifying such
residual stresses is often omitted in design with the erroneous conclusion that such stresses are
irrelevant to design and performance.

"Other stresses" [3] result from sources such as corrosion products forming in restricted
geometries where the specific volume of the corrosion product is greater than that of the metal that is
corroded [2O]. Such stresses can cause cracks to initiate and grow as shown in Figure 14(a). Here, the
stresses to cause SCC have been produced in a crevice between an insert and a notched specimen.
These cracks then continue after the insert is removed, thereby indicating that the stresses to
propagate SCC are totally due to the action of expanding corrosion products inside the advancing
cracks.

Stresses from expanding corrosion products can readily cause adjacent metals to flow plastically
as occurs in nuclear steam generators; this process, called "denting" [21], is illustrated
schematically in Figure 14(b). Here, corrosion of the adjacent tube support produces corrosion
products that expand and begin to strangle the tube. The chemistry that produces such corrosion is
described also in Figure 9. This process is called "denting" since, when seen from the inside of the
tubes, these deformations seem to produce dents at the tubesheet locations. Similar stresses from the
build up of corrosion products cause the degradation of reinforced concrete [22].

These "other stresses" can also be produced by the precipitation of bubbles resulting from the
lattice disarray due to neutron bombardment [19], from the formation of helium from the nuclear
degradation of B10, which produces an alpha particle and Li, or from the formation of hydrogen or
methane bubbles that embrittle grain boundaries or produce blisters, usually in steel.

Stresses can be modified or minimized [4] in Figure 13, by thermal stress relief, shot peening, or
surface treatments such as carburizing. Appropriately placed welds can produce intentional
contractions in locations where material is prone to SCC as a result of high local tensile stresses.

Stresses interact [5] in Figure 13 with geometries and sharp cracks to intensify the local stresses.
Such interactions have been studied in great detail as part of fracture mechanics [24]. A principal
interest in fracture mechanics is to determine circumstances under which the intensified stresses that
result from sharp geometries reach a critical intensity for catastrophic fracture. Catastrophic or fast
fracture occurs when the value of a critical stress intensity, KI, (/corresponds to the opening mode of
the crack) is exceeded. This criterion is given by Eq. (4).

K1 = omVc™ (4a)

K^ = vm^[C^a (4b)

where

am = mean stress
a — depth of defect
C = geometric constant
KI = stress intensity for any combination of mean stress and defect depth less than KIC.

KIC = critical stress intensity at which catastrophic fracture occurs

Stresses are additive [6] in Figure 13, and the total stressing condition needs to be applied to the LA/
[7] in Figure 13. The stress environment needs to be considered together with the chemical
environment of Figure 11 in assessing the location conditions in the chart of Figure 5(b). At the point
where stresses are being calculated in detail, and in the presence of discontinuities, careful attention
needs to be given to stresses at LA/. This is usually undertaken with finite element stress analysis
together with detailed considerations of geometries of defects.



Alloy 600 tube

FIGURE 14. Schematic views of effects of oxide growth on stresses, (a) Formation of oxides produce stresses
between insert and specimen that propagate SCC; when the insert is removed, SCC continues due to stresses
from corrosion products inside the cracks. (After Fontana, Beck and Pickering [23].) (b) Growth of oxides from
corroding carbon steel tube support [(see Fig. 5(a)] constricts the diameter of Alloy 600 tube and produces
dynamic stressing that causes SCC in the pure water on the inside surface. (Adapted from the "Steam Generator
Reference Book" [21].) This phenomenon is called "denting" since, from the inside of the tube, it appears to be
dented at the locations of expanding corrosion products.
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The interactions between mechanical and corrosion considerations are illustrated in Figure 15. In
Figure 15(a) the continuum of stress intensity [following Eq. (4a)] is plotted schematically to
emphasize the relative contributions of corrosion and purely mechanical fracture. First, there is a
relatively low critical value, usually called .K1̂ , KIH, or KICF as these symbols relate to SCC, hydrogen
effects or corrosion fatigue. When these lower thresholds are exceeded, cracks start to grow, but
slowly. This slow growth may occur at constant stress as for SCC or may be more related to a small
increment of crack growth, A«/An, for each cycle of stressing, AK9 in fatigue. The fatigue crack
growth rate may be increased by environmental contributions as noted in Figure 15(b). This increase
due to environments in Figure 15(d) often corresponds to the threshold stress intensity for the onset
of SCC (see Figure 15c) although some environments accelerate CF while they do not produce SCC.
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FIGURE 15. (a) Schematic view of relative magnitudes of KI shown with transitions and principal
dependencies. The KI parameter for threshold range is shown to be variable, (b) Morphological regimes, (c) The
daldt versus K for SCC and similar environmentally dependent slow growth (e.g., hydrogen), (d) Aa/A« versus
A^ for fatigue crack growth showing possible effect of SCC in increasing the slow growth.



For a given material (assuming that the materials properties are constant) at a definite tem-
perature, the value of KIC is more or less invariant; however, the onset of slow crack growth,
especially for SCC, is not. The value of KISCC, for a given alloy, depends greatly upon the environment
on the surface and may easily vary by factors of 2 or 3. Thus, precision in KIC is not nearly so critical
to predicting performance as precision in A^ (as well as in defining the local environment), which is
more difficult to determine owing to its dependence on subtle combinations of environments and
materials.

Once a crack starts to grow, reaching KI is inevitable unless there is some intervention to change
materials, change the environment, lower the mean stress or blunt the crack. Thus, ATIscc and similar
onset criteria are possibly more critical to long-term performance than J^. In addition, it is desirable
to know the growth rate, either for SCC or CF, reasonably well so that intervention strategies can be
developed: i.e., if the crack growth is sufficiently slow and the instantaneous depth produces a KI
significantly less than KIC, a crack may be allowed to grow until it reaches a value below KIC that is
regarded as a safe upper limit.

This discussion has not considered the region of KI below the thresholds, e.g., KISCC. In the sub-
threshold region, SCC and other forms of localized corrosion produce magnitudes of K that are less
than KIXC. These subthreshold modes are usually corrosion-related, as noted in Figure 15b, unless
they relate to defects in the material, design or accidental nicks, and notches. Thus, the first stage of
degradation in the subthreshold corrosion may be pitting or SCC. When these reach some critical
depth and KI^ is reached, then the crack growth follows a pattern shown in Figure 15(c or d). Thus,
there are three sequential stages for the growth of defects:

1. Subthreshold (mainly chemically-related growth): Corrosion (localized corrosion as SCC,
IGC, or pitting); fatigue (dry and wet). Generally, the chemical environment dominates here.

2. Above chemical growth threshold (slow growth): Chemical-mechanical (static and cyclic)
interaction. In the absence of necessary environments, the static load cracks stops and the
magnitude of Aa/An decreases.

3. Above KIC: Catastrophic fracture. Totally mechanical.

In the subthreshold regime, the stress at which SCC initiates depends greatly on the combinations of
environments and materials. These interactions are discussed in Section E. The useful stress below
which SCC cannot initiate depends on the local situations and is called "situation-dependent
strength" [U].

6. Other Environments

In Section C.2, 15 classes of environments are identified, and Figure 11 shows how these enter
considerations in the LA/ of Figure 5(b). All of these environments deserve detailed considerations;
however, here, we emphasize the broad and illustrative views of environments; the details of how
they are envisioned and incorporated depends on specific applications.

D. CBDA STEP [2]: DEFINING MATERIALS

It would seem that a material such as Type 304 stainless steel is well defined and should respond
reproducibly when purchased to historically well-established specifications. Unfortunately, this is
not always so, and such well-known and extensively used materials sometimes exhibits unexpected
behavior—mainly because important details (surface cold work, or erroneous heat treatments) of the
material are not identified. Sometimes the term "space age material" applied to materials such as
titanium is also misleading. Despite the often excellent corrosion resistance of titanium, for example,
and partly due to its very high reactivity, it may corrode rapidly and sometimes unexpectedly.



Usually, in environments that can be reasonably well defined, unexpected corrosion results from
lack of definition of the material itself. Defining a material by its specification is often, and especially
for new designs, if not usually, quite inadequate.

As shown in Figure 16, defining a material starts with defining its "Major Alloy Composition,"
[I]. This step is usually straightforward and is not the reason for unexpected behavior. The next step
[2] involves defining the "Minor Alloy Composition;" this would include carbon, manganese, and
sulfur in stainless steel. Such species often increase the intensity of corrosion reactions, and
especially SCC. "Impurities," [3] identifies the importance of defining the impurities in the material;
some materials, like titanium, are prone to absorbing (e.g., in welding) high concentrations of species
such as oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon owing to the high affinity of titanium for these species.
Sometimes, the aggregation of even minor elements all on the high side accelerates degradation
reactions. Impurities are sometimes absorbed during fabrication operations such as welding and heat
treating; this is especially a concern in reactive materials such as titanium.

Probably the most important consideration in defining materials is defining the compositions of
their grain boundaries, since many degradation reactions either follow grain boundaries or are
initiated at grain boundaries. In addition to corrosion reactions that follow compositionally altered
grain boundaries, embrittlement processes often follow the same compositionally altered boun-
daries, producing, for example, the phenomenon of "temper embrittlement."

Figure 17 shows schematically the composition of grain boundaries depending on whether
adsorption to grain boundaries occurs as in Figure 17(a) or a compound is formed, e.g., a carbide, as
in Figure 17(b). In the case of adsorption, impurities may be concentrated by factors as much as 105;
alloying species are concentrated less. In the case of compound formation, its composition may be
enriched in either a passivating or nonpassivating species. Immediately adjacent to this compound
there may be a narrow region of enriched species that are rejected as the compound forms. Finally,
there is the "solute depleted regions" the deficiency of which has supplied the necessary species for
forming the compound. A good example of such a region is the depletion of chromium associated
with the formation of chromium carbides at grain boundaries in stainless steels when they are
exposed to a particular range of temperatures that produces "sensitization" (because the resulting

FIGURE 16. Analysis sequence for defining materials at a location for analysis, LA/.
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FIGURE 17. Schematic view of concentration versus distance from grain boundaries for circumstances where
atomic species are adsorbed to the grain boundaries or where precipitates are formed, (a) Four options for
concentration versus distance where atoms are adsorbed or rejected at grain boundaries, (b) Principal features of
composition versus distance for the case where precipitates are formed at grain boundaries. (After Staehle [U].)

low chromium concentration adjacent to the grain boundaries sustains rapid corrosion in acidic
environments).

Degradation reactions are also affected by the presence and distribution of second phases whether
at grain boundaries or distributed through the grains. Such second phases are often loci of pitting or,
when lined up, may provide preferential paths for chemical degradation. Second phases also produce
certain embrittlements such as the formation of sigma phase in Fe-Cr base alloys.

Surface Alterations, [7] in Figure 16, affect corrosion behavior through altered compositions or
changed mechanical properties due to surface finishing.

Figure 16 shows that [4] "(Processing)" affects [5] (Structure), [6] (Embrittlement), [7] (Surface)
properties, and [8] (Mechanical) properties. "Processing" generally includes cycles of temperature,
time, and extent of deformation. The fact that unexpected and undesirable behaviors occur involving
[5]-[8] usually results mostly from processing, the important details of which are often obscure.
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the aspects of [5]-[8] by direct measurements (e.g., of grain
boundary composition or cold work) as appropriate to their relevance to degradation.

Processing and alloy chemistry also affect the fracture toughness as shown in Figure 18. Here,
while increasing the strength generally lowers the fracture toughness, improving the purity and the
methods of processing can increase the fracture toughness significantly. Other embrittling processes
(e.g., temper embrittlement) are similarly affected by alloy composition and processing.

During the design and prototyping processes it is not uncommon for materials to be changed for
reasons of performance, compatibility, or cost. When such changes occur, the materials need to be
reevaluated according to the steps defined in this section.

E. CBDA STEP [3]: DEFCVING MODES (MD7) AND SUBMODES (SD7)

Figure 3 identifies five modes by which corrosion-related degradation proceeds through solids. These
modes occur in every type of engineering solid with some, usually minor, differences that account
for the structure and composition of the solid. Similarly, the various submodes of these principal
modes also follow the same morphologies except that their dependencies upon principal variables
are different.

"Defining modes and submodes" means to define (a) the morphologies as shown in Figure 3 and
(b) the dependencies of the modes and submodes upon principal variables. These modes and
submodes are inserted into the chart of Figure 5(b).
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